The Effect of Product Placement on Interest in Using Grab as An Online Transportation Services
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ABSTRACT
This research aims to obtain the influence of product placement on interest in using services. The type of the study is using descriptive and verification. The method used is an explanatory survey with a quota sampling technique of 146 respondents. The data analysis technique is using a simple linear regression with SPSS 24.0 for Windows program tools. Based on the study results, it can be known that the product placement has a partial effect on the interest in using services with a relatively high influence category. The writer recommends that Grab companies can pay more attention to the product placement factor to increase interest in using Grab's online transportation services.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The interest in using services is a description of the theory of purchase intention. Interest in buying is still a significant concern that is examined every year in marketing management because purchase intention is vital for companies, so consumers consider purchasing decisions on their products. The company will advance if the level of consumer purchase intention in the product is high. This is following an opinion [1] that purchase intention is the tendency of consumers to buy a brand or take actions related to purchases measured by the level of likelihood consumers make a purchase.

Research on consumer purchase intention has been carried out in various industries such as the retail industry [2], the games industry [3], the cosmetics industry [4, 5], the food industry [6, 7] and the TV program industry [8], the mobile apps industry [9], the online transportation industry [10].

The development of the online transportation industry in Indonesia is proliferating. The phenomenon of motorcycle taxis and online taxis is indeed endemic in Indonesia. The presence of mobile applications that sell online transportation services changes the way people order transportation modes easily and quickly, only by using a smartphone device. Even online motorcycle taxis are transformed into the mainstay of many people in Indonesia. Online research conducted by Shopback recently proved that more than 91% of respondents claimed to have used online transportation services. Even those who have never used online transportation services also claim to be interested in using this service [11].

The application of online transportation services is now widely downloaded by people in Indonesia. Go-Jek, Uber, and Grab are the three leading providers of online transportation services. The Go-Jek application's first appearance in 2015 became the beginning of the rise of online transportation in Indonesia. More than half (51.1%) of respondents said that Go-Jek was the first online transportation they used, followed by Grab (34.2%) and Uber (14.4%). The online motorcycle taxi application boom is also inseparable from the increasing internet penetration and smartphone users in Indonesia [11].

Grab still lost to Go-Jek in the category of online transportation services. Grab's lack of response also occurs if there are complaints or input from users [12]. Grab is online application-based transportation that just entered. Reportedly this online transportation often obeys its competitors who first entered the market in Indonesia, namely Go-Jek. There is a difference between Grab and Go-Jek above because the Malaysian application does not reach the respondents' locations [13]. Grab does many price promos, but many users complain because if the
order uses the promo, drivers’ response will take a longer time. Grab’s promo rewards also often cannot be used so that what is promoted by Grab cannot be felt by users [14].

In fact, in buying a product, consumers will compare the products they will buy with other products and the benefits obtained. This is because in buying a product, consumers want to fulfill their needs and satisfy their desires. A decrease in consumer purchase intention can occur due to a lack of consumers’ awareness or attention towards these products. Lack of attraction can also lead to a low interest in buying someone, and a lack of feeling of wanting to have a low product can also result in someone’s purchase intention being low [15].

If a decrease in purchasing intention occurs, this will threaten the sustainability of the company. This is in line with the opinion expressed by [16] that when consumers & no longer feel happy and satisfied about a product or service offered, it will impact dissatisfaction and usually eliminate someone’s interest in the product or service.

Some studies suggest factors that influence the increased interest in the use, including individual attitudes [17], information [18], brand name, price, quality, recreation, innovation awareness, promotion [19,20] product placement [21-23].

Product placement is known as brand placement in a TV program, film, etc. The integration between product brands and the media they occupy is a marketing activity and promotions that include the brand name, product, packaging, marks, and characteristics of the product into a container or media, which essentially has the purpose of placing this product commercially [24]. The existence of product placement into a media makes it easier for consumers to learn and recall from emerging product brands to the point where consumers feel interested because the product placement itself will be directly related to the creation of consumer purchase intention in the product [25].

Thus, this study aims to determine the effect of product placement on the interest in using services.

2. METHODS

This study consists of dependent variables, namely interest in using (Y) and independent variables, namely product placement (X). The method used is an explanatory survey, and the respondent is the audience who commented on the Indonesian idol 2018 youtube channel. This research was conducted in less than one year, so this study uses a cross-sectional method, the research method by studying objects in a certain period of time (not sustainable over a long period of time), from April to August 2018.

Research data comes from primary data sources obtained by researchers directly from the first hand through a questionnaire that will be distributed to several respondents under the target and considered to represent the entire study population. What are the audience who commented on Indonesian idol 2018 youtube channels and secondary data sources, which are obtained indirectly through publications and non-publication sources, including literature, articles, journals, and internet studies related to the research conducted.

The number of population-based on the data from the comments column in 4 videos spread on Indonesian Idol youtube channels the number of commentators was 807 people with a sample of 146 people.

Data analysis using simple linear regression analysis techniques because this study analyzes two variables. Simple linear regression analysis is a linear relationship between one independent variable (X) with the dependent variable (Y). This analysis is conducted to determine the direction of the relation-ship between the product placement variable (independent) and the variable interest in using (dependent), whether positive or negative and to predict the variable's value if the value of the independent variable decreases or increases.

Statistically, the hypothesis that will be tested in order to decide to accept or reject a hypothesis can be formulated as follows:

H0: \( \rho \leq 0 \), meaning there is no effect of product placement on interest in using

Ha: \( \rho > 0 \), meaning that there is an effect of product placement on interest in using.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By using the SPSS 24.0 for the windows program, the regression coefficient results obtained in Table 1 below:

Table 1. Simple linear regression model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>21.684</td>
<td>3.161</td>
<td>6.861</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>.850</td>
<td>.762</td>
<td>14.104</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Interest in using

Table 1 above in column B shows constant values and simple linear regression coefficients for independent variables. From these values, we can determine the simple linear regression model expressed in the form of equations (1) as follows:

\[ Y = a + bX \] (1)

\[ y = 21.684 + 0.850 \times X \]

Based on the simple linear regression equation above, a constant value of 21.684 states that if there is no product
placement, then the amount of interest to use is 21.684. The regression coefficient in the product placement variable is 0.850, which means that if there is an increase in the product placement value, there will be an increase in interest in the use of 0.850. Conversely, if there is a decrease in interest, use is equal to 0.850 one unit of value. Then it can be said that product placement built by the company will affect the level of interest in using.

While the hypothesis testing in this study is in-tended to determine whether or not the influence of the product placement variable on interest in using, is shown in Table 2 below:

**Tabel 2. Test calculation result t**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>21.684</td>
<td>3.161</td>
<td>6.861</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>.850</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>.762</td>
<td>14.104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Interest in Using

In table 2 above, it can be seen that the amount of t count is 14.104 with t table 1.655 so that t count > t table, then the decision that can be taken is that H0 is rejected and Ha is accepted. This means that product placement affects the interest in using.

In table 2 above, it can be seen the magnitude of t count is 14.104 with t table 1.655 so that t count > t table, then the decision that can be taken is that H0 is rejected and Ha is accepted. This means that product placement affects the interest in using.

Analysis of the coefficient of determination (R square) aims to determine how much the ability of the independent variable (X) to the dependent variable (Y). The results of the determination tests that have been carried out are shown in Table 3 below:

**Table 3. Output model summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.762a</td>
<td>.580</td>
<td>.577</td>
<td>4.164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: data processing result, 2018

To find out the magnitude of the percentage effect of product placement on the interest in using, then the calculation of the coefficient of determination is used:

\[
KD = r^2 \times 100%
\]

\[
(0.762)^2 \times 100\%
\]

\[
0.580644 \times 100\%
\]

\[
58.0644 \times 58\%
\]

Based on the calculation above, the correlation or relationship (R square) magnitude is equal to 0.782. From these outputs, the coefficient of determination (R square) is 58.0644, or 58%. In contrast, the remaining 42% is influenced by other factors outside of product placement. The recapitulation of the effect of product placement on interest in using is shown in Figure 1 below:

**Figure 1 Effect of product placement on interest in using**

After conducting a simultaneous test with significant results, the overall product placement variable affects the use. The conclusion is that product placement has a robust relationship with interest in using, where the value of the correlation (r) is 58%, meaning that the change in interest in using interest is 58% influenced by product placement while other factors outside of research influence 42%.

From testing, the performance of product placement can be known through the Anova or F test table, where the F count is 197,190 with a significance level of 0.000, which is smaller than the significance level of 5%. Meanwhile, F table = 3.91 due to F count > F table, which is 197,190 > 3.91, it can be concluded that Ho is rejected, meaning that there is a linear relationship between product placement and interest in using.

Hypothesis testing is done by comparing t count with t table calculation of the significance test using alpha 0.05 on the one-party test with degrees of freedom (dk) = n-2, (dk) = 146 - 2 = 144 obtained by t count and t table with error 5%. Based on the terms of the hypothesis accepted t count > t table, it is known that the price t count = 14.104 > t table = 1.655, so it can be concluded that there is a positive influence between product placement and interest in using.

The statement was obtained through testing hypotheses using simple linear regression. The regression shows the change in interest correctly using (Y) that occurred following product placement changes (X) which were equal to 14.104. This means that if there is no product placement performance (X = 0), then interest in using 14,104 is a unit of value. Regression coefficient 0.850 one unit of value means that every increase in product placement performance will increase interest in using by 0.850 one unit of value, and vice versa if a decrease in product placement will reduce interest in the use of 0.850 one unit of value (Y = 14.104 + 0.850X) where the coefficient of determination (KD) that is by squaring the correlation coefficient obtained by 58%.
This means that the application of product placement can affect interest in using by 58%.

This research is in line with the research conducted [26-28], which states that there is a positive relationship between product placement and interest in using and impacting consumer behavior in using decisions. Based on the research results on the effect of product placement on interest in using Grab, it was concluded that product placement has a strong relationship with interest in using Grab.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Product placement has a significant influence on interest in using. This shows that the better the brand placement that the company does, the better the consumer's interest in using the online transportation services offered by the company.

The company is expected to increase the activity of placing brands into various other media so that the Grab brand is increasingly known and in demand and placing brands into various other media so that the Grab services offered by the company.
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